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Special techniques for tensile tests of irradiated zirconium claddings
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Abstract. Irradiated zirconium alloy claddings possessing property anisotropy should be tested in
transverse and longitudinal directions. Such mechanical tests can be performed in conditions of large
variety of geometric peculiarities of specimens, supports or grips. The objective of the work is the
development of the unified complex of updated special techniques that allow investigation of
mechanical pre- and post-irradiation properties of VVER claddings including radiation effect of
property anisotropy changes in the same way.

1. RINGS TESTS

We determine mechanical properties of zirconium claddings in transverse direction by tensile
tests of simple ring specimens using special semi-cylindrical support, Fig.l. Loading is
carried out up to the specimen rupture at the predetermined temperature and active grip speed
(or machine traverse). Tensile load (force) against traverse displacement is recorded (Fig. 2).
The strength and plastic characteristics, known out of classical tensile tests, are calculated on
the basis of the load-displacement diagram record.

While determining uniform and total elongation from simple ring specimens some
methodological difficulties arise because of deformation non-uniformity at different segments
of the tensile ring. This problem is solved by choosing a special specimen form with well-
defined working length or by performing special tests allowing choosing empirical correlation
that might identify elongation parameters correctly. The approximation developed by us is
based on the usage of some effective length of a simple ring specimen as a gauge length. It is
calculated by the expression:

s 2 2 '
where lg = gauge length of the ring specimen;
D = average diameter of the cladding tube;
dm

 = support diameter;
K = empirical coefficient.

For about 30 years supports with dm = 4 mm and coefficient K = 0.85 have been used for
testing the VVER claddings with the outer diameter of 9.14 - 9.15 mm and the inner diameter
of 7.72 ± 0.008 mm.

Analysis and the recent additional investigations made it possible to modify the procedure of
testing and processing of primary diagram of simple ring specimens tension and also
improved the existing technique in accordance with current requirements and technical
capabilities [1,2].
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Grip

FIG. 1. Cross-section of supports with simple ring specimen and general view of the specimen after
testing.

Load

Elastic deformation Plastic deformation Rupture

2.

Displacement

FIG. 2. Plan of the load-displacement diagram.

TUBE SAMPLES TESTS

Investigations of mechanical properties of zirconium tubes of small diameter (D<25mm) in
longitudinal direction are performed on sections (tube samples) with full-size cross-sections.
Such tests are provided by the standards of a number of countries (ASTM E8M-93, EN 10002-
5: 1991, GOST 10006-80). Wedges and collet chucks using pipe plugs and basic dimensional
proportions (as, for example, at Fig.3, 4) are recommended by these standards. Using this type
of the specimens fastening, the tests are performed at 1794U-5 test machine, NIKIMP,
(Moscow), equipped with a furnace, in which heating and holding of the sample at the testing
temperature are performed at the air (advisable up to the temperature of 500°C). The
alternative method of samples fastening was developed in order to use the available machines
with vacuum furnaces (1931U-1, 1236R-1/1500 and IR4106), as well as for more effective
remote operation using manipulators. This method consists in samples fastening using
welding plugs with button heads that are analogous to those made for cylindrical samples.
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FIG. 3. Dimension proportions of the sample and plug shape according to GOST10006-80.

1 - back nut
3 - clamping ring
5 — captive nut

2 - inner plug
4 -fit ring
6 — sample

FIG. 4. Collet chuck for tube sample fastening (09.15x0.7x84 mm).

Shielded-arc welding in argon environment was used for sample manufacturing (drawing
3B.2504.000.00). Mode of girth welding was adjusted for the particular material and provides
the use of cooling collet-chuck for the end temperature effects tracing.

The tests of the specimens with marked operating length (by marks at every lmm at the
length of 45mm) were performed for investigation of the behavior during tension of the
specimen with welded caps and for evaluation of the accuracy of the chosen dimensions.
The results of the sequential summation of the inter-mark elongations at both sides of the
rupture place, and as decreased, are given for different test temperatures in Fig. 5. The
obtained curves prove that more then 90% of the total elongation are performed on the basis
of 25 inter-mark intervals, and in its turn it practically agrees with the standard calculated

length, which is accepted as 5,65
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FIG. 5. Operating length of VVER non-irradiated specimens.

Calculations on the basis of the
machine diagram with Lo=24,5 mm
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FIG. 6. Dependence of the total elongation upon temperature.

When comparing the total elongation values, calculated on the basis of elongations at 25
inter-mark intervals measured from specimens with values obtained by formal calculation of
the machine diagram with lo=24,5mm the close agreement of all temperatures below 727°C
occurs (Fig. 6). At the same time no signs of residual deformation in the weld area and at the
06mm plug section were observed. For temperature of 727°C the formal calculation highly
inflates the elongation (the difference is nearly 40% of elongation). It is connected not only
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with considerable elongations beyond the limits of operating length. It is also connected with
the peculiarities of the cladding rupture when the complete specimen fragmentation into two
parts is not observed, as long as the last fiber exists in the neck which was actually failed long
ago and has widely departed fragment edges of the specimen that formally is not yet ruptured.
The results obtained at 727°C and at 927°C appear to be very sensitive to any changes of test
conditions (such as deformation speed, vacuum depth in the furnace, machine type).
Therefore, the data, calculated according to the primary diagrams, should be corrected with
consideration of the results obtained from the elongations measurements directly at the
specimens.

3. DOUBLED LONGITUDINAL SPECIMENS TESTING

The behavior of the longitudinal specimens of various configuration and dimensions during
tension in comparison with tube-samples with full cross-section, provided for GOST 10006-
80 was investigated at the end of the last year.

The performed tests and a number of preconditions, connected with the test peculiarities of
irradiated materials, allowed to give preference to the doubled longitudinal specimen in which
the proportion of operating length and cross-section is adjusted the same as in the simple ring
specimen in accordance with CTII 086-373-99 technique.

Thus, the doubled longitudinal specimen should be 2.8mm in width and 8mm in operating
length while testing the claddings with diameter of 9.15mm made of El 10 alloy that is used
for VVER fuel elements. Fig. 7 presents the chosen specimen draft drawing and the insert-
plugs, which should be reasonably used for maintenance of the stable shape of heads and of
the whole specimen.

Fig. 8 presents the draft drawing of grips and pins, which are the part of fixture while loading
of the chosen specimen in the testing machine 1794U-5 for insuring the tests to be performed
within the temperature range of 20-500°C.

Fig. 9 presents the view of the specimen in two projections. It is obvious that undesirable
geometry affects are practically not observed and that the deformation process mainly occurs
on in the limits of the specimen operating length. This result is not random, but it repeats in
all cases of the similar investigations of specimens from the given batch (8 pieces). The
investigation of the efficiency of the extensometer usage for more precise measurement of
longitudinal specimen elongation characteristics from the cladding of 0 9.15mm was also
performed.

Fig. 10 (a, b) presents the proved configuration "specimen - fixture - extensometer". In this
configuration the very important thing is matching of initial basic length of the specimen with
the extensometer operating range and with the possibility to fix extensometer correctly stably
directly on the specimen, including even the choice of the suitable radius of the conjugation of
the operating section and specimen head. Meeting all the mentioned requirements allows for
excluding unnecessary deformations from the tension diagram, Fig.ll. Such types of tests
have not been performed before.
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Fig.7. Draft drawing of the longitudinal specimen and insert-plugs
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Fig. 8. Grips and pins for performing the doubled longitudinal specimen tests
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FIG 9. The view of the tested specimen in two projections.

FIG. lOab. Configuration "specimen-fixture-extensometer".
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FIG II. Deformation diagrams of longitudinal tube samples of0 9.15mm made of El 10 alloy.
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4. CONCLUSION

Thus, all necessary technique elements and the sequence of specimen tests in longitudinal
direction were developed, the technique was put into practice and approbated. Its parameters
applying to W E R cladding materials allow for obtaining the results that can be compared
with the data obtained while simple ring specimens testing in transverse direction. This
comprises the basis for unified special techniques that allow for investigating of the claddings
pre- and post-irradiation mechanical characteristics including radiation effects of property
anisotropy changes.
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